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Finance Innovation Lab Fellowship
Impact and learning report - 2016
1.!Introduction

“

!

Lab Fellowship spurs ideas, passion and excitement, and enables you to imagine a future
world different to the current one.
The Finance Innovation Lab incubates the people and ideas with the potential to
transform our financial system. We believe that the failings of the current system lie at
the root of many of today’s most pressing problems, but that a much better system is
possible: one that serves people and planet. We work with innovators creating new
business models, civil society leaders calling for change, and intrapreneurs seeking to
change their profession from the inside.

”

In 2016 we piloted Lab Fellowship, an ambitious new programme to support early-stage
financial innovators with a social or environmental mission. Using insights drawn from
seven years’ experience of working with entrepreneurs, we wanted to go beyond
traditional venture development models to build an incubator that could contribute to
systemic change in finance. This report shares the results of the pilot programme, as
well as the many lessons we learnt along the way.

1.1!

The headlines
•! Lab Fellowship is effective in building a strong community of innovators who
support each other in their work to change the financial system.
•! The sessions strengthen Fellows’ business skills and our leadership development
work is particularly powerful.
•! The programme improves the knowledge and confidence of innovators to
engage with the wider financial system, but we can do more to integrate
teaching on structural barriers to change.
•! The Fellowship model has the potential to influence financial policy and
regulation, as well as changing deeper narratives around finance.

1.2! About this report
This report is based on qualitative and quantitative data collected by the team
including:
•! Pre- and post-programme online surveys
•! Feedback from Fellows, session speakers, mentors and supporters
•! Monthly evaluation sessions with the Fellowship staff team
•! A participative evaluation session with Fellows prior to the Demo Day
•! Post-programme interviews with selected Fellows.
The Fellowship staff team collectively analysed the different information sources and
drew out key themes and insights, which are presented in this report. Throughout the
report we have also used quotations that exemplify the Fellows’ feedback.
In line with our analysis of finance as a complex, dynamic system, we do not claim sole
attribution for any of these results. Instead, we contribute to change at a number of
levels: individual (the Fellows), initiative (the Fellows’ projects), collective (the Fellows as
a community) and systemic (wider impact on the financial system).
!
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2.!The programme
Lab Fellowship is a six-month incubation programme designed to help innovators in
socially useful finance build the foundations of their organisations, prepare to scale their
business and make the maximum possible contribution to a financial system that works
for people and planet. 16 innovators took part in the 2016 programme, with ideas
spanning a diverse range of financial sectors, social and environmental issues, product
types and organisational forms. A full list of Fellows is available in Appendix One.
The core of the programme is monthly business skills and peer coaching sessions. This is
augmented by a leadership retreat, additional ‘teach-ins’ about the financial system,
matching with a dedicated mentor, and access to other Lab events such as socials and
conferences. You can see the full curriculum in Appendix Two.

2.1! Programme goals
Our key goals for the Fellowship were to:
•! Build a strong community of innovators who support each other in their work
•! Help Fellows build their connections to the wider socially useful finance
community
•! Develop Fellows’ knowledge of the financial system
•! Grow their capacity for collaborative leadership and effective strategy
•! Help Fellows attract investment.
We report on the 2016 programme’s success in achieving these goals in sections 3.1 - 3.5.

2.2! Fellowship and systems change
The Lab cultivates niches of innovation that point towards a better financial system: one
which serves people and planet. Some of these innovations may scale sufficiently to
have a significant direct impact on the market, but they can help to change the system
in a number of other ways:
•! Demonstrating that new ideas can be put into practice successfully counters the
argument that the status quo is the only ‘realistic’ way to do finance
•! Successful innovations working outside of the current paradigm can help to shift
deeper norms and narratives about the purpose and role of finance
•! Identifying and addressing structural barriers to innovators’ progress (such as
regulatory challenges or the behaviour of incumbents) helps to create a more
enabling environment for positive innovation
•! Innovations which prove the viability of a new concept can inspire and de-risk
replication of the model, both in start-ups and inside mainstream finance
•! Regardless of the ultimate outcome for their Fellowship project, the
development of resilient, collaborative leaders with a commitment to creating
change enhances the overall capacity of the movement for transforming finance.
Many of these benefits will be felt much at a later stage of Fellows’ work, long after our
intervention, and will be the result of many different factors. We will track the progress
of Fellows and their projects over time, as well as scanning the wider system for
evidence of change.
In section 3.6 we consider early signals which indicate the potential for wider financial
system impact.
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3.!What did we achieve?
!

3.1! Build a strong community of innovators who support each other in their
work

“

The Fellows are all doing different things but have all got similar values and missions.
The community sustains you… It was so important to my journey as an entrepreneur.
Throughout the Fellowship programme, we have watched a strong bond grow between
the Fellows. This was particularly evidence in the action learning sessions and after the
leadership retreat, which for many Fellows felt like a pivotal moment in the
development of the community. On average, over the course of the programme Fellows
reported a 50% increase in the extent to which they felt being part of a community of
innovators in finance.

“

You really created sense of community. I can reflect, support others, feel like I’m not alone.

One of the most important roles played by the community was to maintain a sense of
possibility for the Fellows. Many had previously been working alone on a project that
defied the accepted logic of the financial system; with repeated knock-backs and
advice that their ideas were impossible, some had considered giving up before joining
the programme, but they now have renewed enthusiasm for their idea.

“

”
”

Being part of a community has really been invaluable for me over the past 6 months. It has
been a safe environment to share challenges, create common solutions where other fellows
may have faced similar hurdles. It has allowed a new side of me to grow around
entrepreneurship.

3.2! Help Fellows build their connections to the wider socially useful finance
community

”

The Lab’s wider community played a crucial role in the delivery of the programme,
through guest speakers, social events, tailored introductions and mentoring. All Fellows
reported new, useful or significant contacts made through their time on the
programme.
As the culmination of the Fellowship, our Demo Day event was a powerful indication of
the value of these connections. Close to 100 people attended, with attendees broadly
made up of civil society leaders (18%), finance innovators and entrepreneurial peers
(17%), corporates, including bankers and lawyers (15%), social finance leaders and
financiers (11%), and others including funders, academics and the media.
In fact, we had so many attendees that we had to order 17 additional pizzas, 2 extra meat
platters and 2 extra cheeseboards.
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117 commitments of support were made to the Fellows (an average over 8 per project
pitched on the night), ranging from introductions and mentoring offers to technical
advice and funding prospects.
At the start of the programme, we also connected each Fellow to a mentor and many of
them found this to be a very useful experience:

“
“

I have a wonderful relationship with my mentor. I have been able to be very transparent
with him and he is always available to give me coaching and advice.

It was very practical and useful. My mentor was very helpful, and continues to be fantastic!
Thank you.

This word cloud summarises Fellows’ responses to the question: How would you
describe your experience of being mentored?

”
”

3.3! Develop Fellows’ knowledge of the financial system
Throughout the programme, we built Fellows’ understanding of the financial system,
both as the context of every session and in dedicated ‘teach-ins’. We saw a dramatic
increase in the Fellows’ confidence in dealing with the wider financial system and
talking to senior people in the financial sector (overleaf).

“

I learnt about wider financial system, how it affects everything we do – how you can draw
parallels between what the different Fellows do.

!

”
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3.4! Grow their capacity for collaborative leadership and effective strategy

“

The core Fellowship curriculum focused on the building blocks for an effective business,
from purposeful strategy to pitching. In every area measured, the average level of selfreported skill improved over the course of the programme. A number Fellows made
significant strategic decisions during the programme, often with the support of other
Fellows (through action learning and outside of the programme. This includes a pivot
from an online to an offline business model and the decision to merge with another
start-up.

I am better able to take initiative and communicate purpose and vision, while inspiring,
coaching and developing others to co-create.

Self%assessment+of+key+skills+(5+=+excellent)+
Pre<programme

”

Post<programme

Marketing
5
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4
3

Brand!development

2
1

Leadership
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Technical!know<how

Business!strategy

Team<building
Knowledge!of!the!financial!
system
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“

All Fellows felt more confident in leading their teams and own self-development
following the programme. The average confidence of Fellows increased in all leadership
areas measured, with a particularly strong increase in confidence to lead their own selfdevelopment. This reflects the emphasis of the Fellowship programme on building
leaders with the resilience and collaboration skills to drive systems change, and who
take their personal growth seriously. Many Fellows found this to be a very powerful
aspect of the programme.

Renewed awareness of, and confidence in, the power of coaching - greater self-awareness a clearer perspective on my own strengths, weakness and motivation.

Average+confidence+in+ability+to+lead...

”

5
4.2
4

3.7

3.9

4.2

4.0
3.4

3
Pre<programme
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2
1
0
Your!team

“

Your!project

Your!own!self<development

Greater compassion (both towards myself and towards my partners and future team).
Greater confidence in my ability to make my vision a reality.

”

This word cloud summarises Fellows’ responses to the question: What specific
leadership qualities have you developed in yourself as a result of the Fellowship
programme?
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Case Study: Leonie Kelly, Zoological Society of London
Leonie joined the Fellowship programme with a project to develop an innovative impact
investment for rhino conservation. Working in a technical, science-based environment and
with global conservation networks, Leonie wanted to build her leaderships skill to help
bring her innovation into the heart of ZSL's conservation work.
For Leonie, the leadership aspect of the Fellowship was particularly impactful: “The
leadership retreat had a huge personal impact. Throughout the programme I learned about
the power of vulnerability, and was reminded it is the birthplace of innovation, creativity and
change”. Her mentor proved to be invaluable in guiding her through the demanding early
phase of her project, when she had to make a lot of challenging decisions.
Leonie surprised herself, and others, by emerging from the Fellowship with two projects!
Together with Fellow Ashley Lewis, they created Invest with Impact, the first talent agency
focused on the impact investing sector. Leonie says: “I never would have imagined by the
end of the programme we would have developed an exciting start-up. We thank the Lab for
giving us such a positive platform and space to think creatively – it enabled us to use our
personal experiences to connect aspiring talent to meaningful impact careers".

3.5! Help Fellows attract investment
Rather than providing investment directly, the Fellowship programme aimed to provide
innovators with strong organisational foundations and leadership capabilities – the
fundamentals that will enable the business to attract investment and scale. For this
reason, we would expect Fellows to attract funding after, rather than during, the
programme. However, in the time that the programme was running, both ET Index and
Flip Finance secured funding (ET Index: £1.3m, Flip Finance: £30,000).
We would not claim that this is a direct result of the Fellowship, but we can say with
confidence that the programme developed leadership and business skills which will
have supported these fundraising efforts, particularly through action learning.

3.6! Impact on wider financial system
During the programme we saw a number of indicators of wider systemic impact:

Shaping the policy environment
Senior stakeholders from the Financial Conduct Authority led a ‘teach-in’ and attended
another session as a participant. They reported that contact with Fellows was valuable
intelligence about what the next generation of social finance innovators need from
policy and regulatory bodies.
We also saw interest in the programme (and future iterations) from industry bodies
such as the Money Advice Service, Banking Standards Board and Big Society Capital,
and from the Cabinet Office. We are using the learning from the programme around
policy barriers to social useful finance in a new project to explore the potential for a
regulatory framework that takes account of social purpose.
Shaping narratives around finance
Drawing on the scoping and recruitment phases of the Fellowship, we developed a
typology of financial innovation (status quo, disruptive, transformative – see
financeinnovationlab.org/understanding-innovation). Throughout the course of the
programme we used this to influence the debate on fintech, including a blog for New
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Statesman Tech, comment on BBC News online, and presentations at Fintech Week and
Good Money Week. We are seeing growing recognition and sharing of the model, as well
as the fundamental argument that business model and purpose, rather than
technology, are the drivers of positive innovation.

3.7! Emergent outcomes
New initiatives
The Fellowship methodology was designed to create a collaborative culture in which
Fellows formed strong working relationships – but we didn’t anticipate that this would
lead to two of the Fellows joining forces to start a new business together! In addition to
their existing projects, Leonie Kelly and Ashley Lewis launched Invest with Impact, a
talent agency focused on the impact investing sector. This demonstrates the
exponential potential of a collaborative culture – it creates new things that did not and
could not have existed outside of it.

“

Culture as an attractor
Over the six months of the Fellowship, the programme attracted new people who were
keen to understand our approach, particularly our approach to community-building.
We became increasingly explicit about the collaborative, human-centred culture we
were seeking to create and discovered strong appetite for applying this approach more
widely in finance. We are now exploring how we can use our ability to create safe,
supportive communities to build a network of changemakers inside mainstream
finance.
Creating a culture of trust where people feel supported to share issues and pursue
collective solutions is no mean feat in a society where people are atomised and taught and
disciplined to internalise problems and not ask for help. A big well done to the Finance
Innovation Lab team for setting such a positive and timely example of the sort of cultural
change we need to see in society.
Academic validation
Academics are an important audience for the Lab in terms of their influence on
policymakers and the wider debates on finance, but we didn’t anticipate how useful our
thinking on financial innovation would prove for them. In September 2016 the Bauman
Institute and the University of Leeds released a new report on alternative finance and
economic resilience which cited our three-stage model of innovation as ‘particularly
helpful’ and uses the model to understand the motivations and moral purpose of new
financial platforms.

”

4.!What could we have done better?
Throughout the course of the programme, we learnt a huge amount about the
strengths and weaknesses of our approach. Much of this learning was integrated into
the design of the programme as we went along (see 5.1); here we identify three highlevel areas of weakness.
Some of these weaknesses were also exacerbated by the fact that we were running the
pilot on an extremely limited budget, which necessitated compromises in the duration
and number of sessions.

!
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4.1! Project familiarisation and diagnosis
The condensed timescales for the pilot meant that we had limited time at the start of
the programme to gain an in-depth understanding of each project fully diagnose their
key challenges. We focused more on the personal development needs of the Fellows –
an essential element of diagnosis, but not the only factor to consider.
In the 2017 Fellowship, we will incorporate a detailed diagnosis phase, in which both the
Lab team and the Fellows gain a deep understanding of each other’s projects, enabling
us to match Fellows with sources of support (such as mentors) and tailor the
programme to their needs.

4.2! In-depth feedback on business models
The wide diversity of Fellows’ projects and the limited time available for each session
(due to venue constraints) meant that we could not provide intensive, tailored business
support to Fellows. Instead we provided insights and frameworks that Fellows could
apply to their work, with more intensive support tending to focus on interpersonal and
leadership factors (in part because these factors are often difference between business
survival and failure).
Balancing the two elements – personal and project – is critical, since the two are deeply
inter-related (if projects don’t progress, leadership development may stall, and vice
versa). In the 2017 Fellowship we will extend the sessions to full days, ensure a good
balance of focus in the curriculum, and focus on a thematic cohort (financial health) to
enable us to tailor the business skills content more specifically. We will also give more
structure to the mentoring programme and provide more opportunities for one-to-one
feedback on Fellows’ projects.

4.3! Engagement with wider issues in finance
Again, with limited time, we focused the Fellowship programme on the day-to-day skills
that Fellows would need to build their businesses, albeit always within the context of
the financial system. Some Fellows fed back that teaching on the wider financial system
was not sufficiently integrated into the programme, and we were conscious that we did
not have the resources to around policy barriers as effectively as we had hoped. One
Fellow made the important point that too great a focus on individuals as
changemakers, at the expense of exploring the structural failings of finance, could lead
to over-personalisation of systemic problems:

“

The condensed nature of the programme did not allow for in depth engagement with
systemic issues, which runs the risk that powerful and ingrained cultural and structural
problems can be oversimplified down to the level of a lack of individual training or personal
confidence, rather than entrenched economic and political power. In a longer format
Fellowship programme, I would like to see more engagement with tackling the latter.

In the 2017 programme we will dedicate more time to exploring the wider financial
system, bringing in expert partners to teach around our theme of financial health. We
have also integrated our innovation policy and practice strategies, with the Fellowship
programme manager also leading on policy barriers to innovation. This will enable us to
track and address emerging policy issues more effectively in 2017. !

!
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5.!What have we learned?
5.1! For future programmes
Two key lessons emerge from section 4:
•! Funding limitations had a direct impact on the effectiveness of the programme,
as we had to make choices about the type of support we could provide within a
condensed session schedule. Now that we have demonstrated that the
Fellowship model is an important and impactful intervention for systems change,
we need to secure sufficient funding to allow the programme to fulfil its
potential.
•! Focusing the Fellowship on one particular theme in socially useful finance will
help us to provide tailored business support, identify common regulatory or
policy barriers, and engage with influentials in a more targeted way. We are now
working with Toynbee Hall to plan and deliver a Fellowship focused on financial
health in 2017, as our first thematic cohort.
We have learnt many smaller lessons about planning and delivering this programme,
through team reflection and generous feedback from the Fellows. Appendix Three
summarises our key practical take-outs.

5.2! For the Lab’s strategy
Our experience of delivering this programme has helped us refine our understanding of
our role in cultivating innovation for systems change. We focus on very early stage
innovators in finance: those with an idea, the beginnings of an organisation, and a
passion for transforming the financial system.
In short, we work with visionaries. We help them hone their purpose and stick to it, so it
doesn’t dilute. We help them build the foundations of a business aligned to this
purpose, ready to access further support from the wider ecosystem of venture
development programmes.
We are also the first step in creating a pipeline for social investment in finance, and we
need to make the case for investment in our work from those who have a stake in that
pipeline.
We have learnt that our biggest assets are our leadership model and our ability to
incubate in a fully human, fully systemic way. We have also learnt that we can learn a lot
from other organisations about the more technical elements of building social
businesses and we need to keep our team’s skills and analysis up on this.
With our first Fellowship complete and another planned for 2017, we can foresee the
potential for scaling this programme to different regions and different themes, such as
renewable energy or co-operative models. This is exciting but also poses challenges:
•! We could not deliver this programme without the support and input of our wider
community, which is heavily biased towards London – if we want to scale
regionally, we will need to either establish new networks or work with other,
existing networks
•! We will need to take time to further codify the different elements of our model,
which is as much about culture and interpersonal facilitation as it is about
content.
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5.3! For the field of systems change
Innovators who have the potential to transform a system need our support. Their work is
complex, lonely and painful, as the existing system resists their ideas and places barriers
in the way of their progress. Experts will tell them that what they want to do is
impossible, or idealistic at best. Yet it is precisely these ideas that we need: the ones that
don’t play by the rules of the game.
Our experience of supporting the first cohort has confirmed that a structured
incubation programme can grow the business skills, leadership potential and support
network of disruptive innovators. It has also taught us that one of the most valuable
roles we play is building a community of belief – in the possibility of a different financial
system, in each other’s ability to lead change, and in the viability of each other’s ideas.
This helps innovators stay true to their purpose in the face of huge resistance.
What we can’t yet say is whether these purpose-driven innovators will play a significant
role in the transformation of finance that we so desperately need. We will continue to
support our Fellows as alumni and will follow the progress of their ideas and initiatives,
with the knowledge that the impacts of systemic interventions often only become clear
many years later.
Case Study: Steve Clarke, Bristol Prospects
Steve applied to Lab Fellowship seeking support for his work on Bristol Prospects, a mutual
credit circle based on a digital currency, in which a network of local companies group
together to offer each other credit. Bristol Prospects was born out of the Bristol Pound, but
had developed into a more complex proposition, and Steve needed support from other
social finance innovators who could ‘get’ his new business.
For Steve, the community of innovators in the Fellowship proved extremely helpful: “The
community has been so important to my journey as an entrepreneur. The Fellows are all
doing different things but we all have similar values and missions. It’s the community that
sustains us.”
Connections to the wider finance community also proved useful. The session with the
Financial Conduct Authority’s Innovation Hub helped Steve resolve challenges he was
grappling with around regulation. Steve says: “It provided the human face of the FCA, which
was really helpful, and I’m now having direct dialogue with the regulators”.

6.!Conclusion
The Lab’s special role is to incubate visionary leaders of a new financial system. We connect
them to their purpose, create a culture where they can grow stronger as leaders and build
the foundations of businesses ready to scale.
We have seen the power of this approach with our pilot Fellowship programme in 2016 and
we are already applying the lessons in our planning for the 2017 Fellowship, focused on
financial health.
We would like to thank all who enabled us to begin this journey, including our speakers,
mentors and supporters, and especially our 2016 cohort of Fellows. Thank you for your
courage, commitment, honesty and generosity – we couldn’t have done this without you.

“

Probably the difference between giving up and persevering.

”
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Appendix One
2016 Lab Fellows
Ashley Lewis: Ongeza Fund
Ongeza is a liquidity management tool easing secondary transactions for
impact investors deploying capital in emerging markets.
Sam Gill: Environmental tracking
ET Index enables investors to systematically reallocate capital away from
high-carbon companies towards lower-carbon companies to reduce
exposure to carbon risk.
Johnny Denis: Home Co-op
Home Co-op aims to galvanise and enlist community support to finance
genuinely affordable housing, in which tenants have a real stake.
Kat Davis & David Floyd: Flip Finance
Flip Finance is a collaborative action and investee-centred
approach to prototyping and delivering practical social
investment solutions.
Neil Chandler: Cathartic
A platform designed to allow anyone to express their thoughts, feelings or
entire story in complete anonymity, with a white label version for
whistleblowing in the financial sector.
Freda Owusu: Insight Report
An alternative, holistic credit reference service for people without a credit
history.

Steve Clarke: Bristol Prospects
Bristol Pound’s innovative mutual-credit network for SMEs giving interest
free credit and new sales opportunities.
Leonie Kelly: Rhino Impact Investment
Rhino Impact Investment is an innovative funding mechanism combining
private capital with traditional funding sources to improve management
of rhino populations globally.
Simon Petley: Ecosystem Collateral
Ecosystem Collateral integrates natural capital accounting within agricultural
loan guarantee funds to unlock a pipeline of positive lending opportunities.
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Joel Benjamin: Community Reinvest
CRI facilitates local authorities and universities divestment from fossil fuels
and reinvestment into the local economy.

Josef Wasinski: Unmortgage
Unmortgage is a financial product designed to help people buy a home
without the banks.

Julian Lewis: LendLocal
LendLocal is an innovative social investment that will get private capital to
responsible lenders in low-income areas.

Simon Rowell: Pensions with Purpose
Engaging individuals through a new pensions product that makes impact
investments that align with their values.
Ben Warren: Crowd Match Fund
A fund to match investments made by individuals on crowdfunding
platforms to Social Investment Tax Relief (SITR)-eligible charities and social
enterprises.
Olivia Seddon-Daines: Mapping the Financial System
Exploring the links between finance and the real economy to map and
present the financial system via an interactive tool.

!
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Appendix Two: Curriculum overview
17 March

Lab comms

16 June

21 July

18 August

15
September

2.00 - 4.00
pm
Purpose

2.00 - 4.00
pm
Brand

2.00 - 4.00
pm
Culture

2.00 - 4.00
pm
Comms

2.00 - 4.00
pm
Team

2.00 - 4.00
pm
Investment

Lab socials
Leadership
2-day retreat on personal
development

7.00 – 9.00 pm: Lab community event on topical issues in finance,
followed by networking drinks
15 – 17 July

Teach-in

Teach-in

Transforming Finance
conference
1-day conference exploring
key areas of policy change
in finance (free places and
exposure for Fellows)

Teach-in

Monthly blogs featuring Fellows

Lab blog schedule

Lab social media

20
October

4.30 - 6.00 pm: peer coaching sessions

Action learning

Teach-ins
3-hour expert led seminars
on technical issues in
finance

Lab policy

19 May

Launch event

Fellows programme

Business skills workshops

21 April

Demo Day

Activity

Fellow featured on Lab Twitter and Facebook channels

11 May
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Appendix Three
Key practical lessons and improvements
Curriculum
•! Set key readings before each session, so people start with a common base level
•! Consider setting homework on each topic and ask Fellows to pair up to
collaborate on homework
•! Capture sessions on film or audio, for Fellows who cannot attend
•! Business skills sessions should be at least one day long – 2 to 3 hours does not
allow time for teaching, exploration and application
•! Action learning is great way for Fellows to find solutions to their own problems
and to build community between them
•! Include two retreats in the programme, instead of one – this will give Fellows
more time to reflect deeply on key issues in their business strategies and
leadership, and more time to bond with other Fellows
•! Include more coaching on public speaking, pitching and dealing with the
media – you can never have too much practice!
Collaboration
•! Create more structured opportunities for Fellows to explore collaboration
o! Virtually: trial a Slack channel for Fellows
o! Physically: if possible, find a space for Fellows to work from on
Fellowship days, or even for the duration of the programme
•! Create structured opportunities to share each other’s expertise e.g. skills shares
Facilitation
•! Contract more strongly with participants around attendance, punctuality,
phone usage and coding during sessions
•! Consider integrating more creative methods into facilitation of workshops, e.g.
use graphic recording more often, play games related to content
•! Allow more time for individual reflection and silence in workshops
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The 2016 Lab Fellowship was designed and delivered by Anna Laycock,
Charlotte Millar, Marloes Nicholls, Nicky Johnston, Chris Hewett and Robert
Pallot. This report was prepared by Anna Laycock, Charlotte Millar and Marloes
Nicholls.
For more information about the Finance Innovation Lab, please visit
www.financeinnovationlab.org or email hello@financeinnovationlab.org.
Programme supporters
Big Society Capital
Institute for Leadership and Sustainability, University of Cumbria
London South Bank University
London Sustainable Development Commission

Session speakers
Bertrand Beghin

Co-CEO, Numbers for Good

Jem Bendell

Professor of Sustainability Leadership, University of Cumbria

Bruce Davis

Founder and Joint Managing Director, Abundance Investment

Paul Ellis

CEO, Ecology Building Society

Julia Groves

Partner and Head of Crowdfunding, Downing LLP

Jamie Hartzell

Founder and Chair, Ethex

Suki Laniado-Smith

Partner and Global Head of Culture, Shirlaws Group

Tom Stuart

Investment Associate, Numbers for Good

Anna Wallace

Head of Innovation Hub, Financial Conduct Authority

Fellowship 2017
1.5 million adults remain unbanked in Britain today. 12 million people lack access to
affordable credit. Financial ill-health damages mental and physical health,
undermines social relationships and destroys dignity. We can do better than this.
Next year, we’ll find and incubate the best ideas for tackling the root causes of
financial exclusion and exploitation. From big data to blockchain, credit referencing
to complementary currencies, we’ll be asking: what would it take to ensure financial
health for everyone in the UK?
We’re looking for Fellows, mentors, speakers, hosts and funders for next year’s
Fellowship. To discuss how you can support our work, please contact Anna Laycock
via anna.laycock@financeinnovationlab.org or 07841 647 121.
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